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PKST14

PKST16
PKST18

IMPORTANT SAFETY GUARDS
We recommend that you exercise a degree of care when using
any electrical appliance and adhere to the following precautions:
1. Read all instructions before operating.
2. The surface is hot after use. Please do not touch it.
3. To prevent electric shock, please keep the appliance dry.
4. Keep the appliance out of children's reach.
5. Unplug cord from power socket when not in use or before
cleaning.
6. Do not use appliance if you suspects malfunction. Do not
attempt to self-service the appliance. If damaged, it must be
repaired by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly
qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
7. Not for outdoor use.
8. Keep cord away from sharp or hot objects.
9. Keep the appliance clear from any hot sources.
10. Do not use the appliance for other than its intended use.
11. To avoid fire hazard, do not cover the appliance with paper,
cardboard, plastic, metal foil or any other flammable material.
12. Do not clean the appliance with abrasive or metallic pads as it
may scratch the surface or cause an electric shock.
13. Place the unit on a solid, heat-proof horizontal surface.
14. Keep air vent (intake or outlet) at least 10cm away from
obstacles. Assure good air ventilation during operation.
15. Use only suitable cooking utensils.
16. Avoid sharing power outlet with any other appliances to avoid
hazard.
17. Clean the unit thoroughly before using it for the first time.
18. Do not clean the unit with flammable liquid.
19. Do not insert foreign objects into the grid of air vent
(intake or outlet).
20. Do not heat up sealed containers directly to avoid hazard.
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SPECIFICATION
Model Number
Power Supply

PKST14/PKST16/PKST18
120V 50Hz

Power Range
Temperature Range

1200 Watts
176°F-1202°F (P1-P8)

Remark:
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

176°F 320°F 464°F 608°F 752°F 896°F 1040°F 1202°F

Power cord and plug
Air entry

Crystal Plate

Control Panel

Air vent
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CONTROL PANEL

PKST16

MANUAL FUNCTION
PKST16/PKST18 with sensor touch control type, pre-set a
flexible function design for your desired cooking needs. After
the ceramic cooker power on, press the temp/ watt button to
increase/down the power from 200-1200W/176°F-1202°F
Timer : Time and temperature are adjustable according to your
preference. The timer can be adjusted up to 240 minutes.

PKST18
NOTE: This drawing is for illustration purpose only. The actual
control panel may look slightly different. However, the functions &
usage remain the same.
HOW TO USE
Press the master ON/OFF button.
After the ceramic cooker is powered on, press the function
button to select your preferred cooking needs. Once
selected, the cooker will start working until preset time
expired.
The Timer function works in manual and automatic
functions (Steamboat, BBQ, Fry, Water, Soup and Milk). First,
select your desired cooking needs by pressing the Function
button. Press the Timer/Pre button to trigger Timer mode.
Use the + and - buttons to adjust desired time.
These two buttons are only applicable to manual function
(Steamboat, BBQ and Fry) for adjusting heat levels. The
adjustable range for: 200-1200W/176°F-1202°F

PKST14
NOTE: This drawing is for illustration purpose only. The actual
control panel may look slightly different. However, the functions &
usage remain the same.
PKST14 button control type is designed for different cooking
function and difference purpose.
MANUAL FUNCTION
HOT POT / BBQ / FRY
Press the function button to ignite the LED light. The display on
the screen is different for each function. For HOTPOT & BBQ, it will
display 1200W and P7 respectively. For FRY function, it will display
P7.
Timer : Time and temperature are adjustable according to your
preference. The timer can be adjusted up to 240 minutes.

Use the + and - buttons to adjust desired time (refer to
Timer function). This function is not applicable to automatic
settings for milk, soup and water.
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AUTOMATIC FUNCTION

TROUBLE SHOOTING

STEAMING/WATER/KEEP WARM
Press the function button to ignite the LED light. The display on
the screen is different for each function. For STEAMING, It will
display (800W), WATER(1200W) and KEEP WARM P1
Timer: Time and temperature are adjustable according to your
preference. The timer can be adjusted up to 240 minutes.
WARNING
• Turn OFF : After using the cooker, do not unplug it immediately
as the fan still needs to be powered on to cool the cooker.
To turn off cooker, press the ON/OFF button so that it will stop
heating. The screen will display"_ _ _ ". The fan will switched off
after the cooker has cooled down.
• Do not touch the crystal plate surface immediately after turning
off. The surface needs approximately 5 minutes to completely
cool down.
• Gently place pots onto the crystal plate to prevent the plate
from cracking.
HOW TO CLEAN
1. Disconnect the plug from socket and wait for the unit to cool
down completely. Please clean after use for optimum function.
2. Pots/pans that are not clean will cause discoloration and stain
the unit.
3. Do not use benzene, thinner, abrasive brush or polishing
powder to clean the unit.
4. Wipe using dish washing agent with a damp cloth.
5. Use a vacuum cleaner to remove dirt from the air intake and
exhaust vent.
6. Do not run water over the unit as water will seep inside and
may cause malfunction.
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Trouble code Problem Indication

Possible Reason

Solution

E1

Sounds "Be..", stop
working suddenly

E2

Sounds "Be..", stop
working suddenly

SCR or Temperature
sensor is opened

Contact authorized
service centre

E3

Sounds “Be..", stop
working suddenly

High voltage
protection

Contact authorized
service centre

E4

Sounds "Be.:; stop
working suddenly

Low voltage
protection

Contact authorized
service centre

E5

Sounds "Be..", stop
working suddenly

Top glass overheat

Contact authorized
service centre

E6

Sounds"Be..", stop
working suddenly

SCR overheat

Contact authorized
service centre

Contact authorized
SCR or Temperature
service centre
sensor is short-circuited

Light is still off after pressing ON/OFF button

Make sure the power
plug is properly
connected
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